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SOME SECOND THOUGHTS ON THE

THIRD ANGLO-DUTCH WAR,
1672-1674
By C. R. Boxer, D.Litt., F.B.A., F.R.Hist.S.

READ 8 MARCH 1968

AS the Professor of Modern History at Cambrid

served in his perceptive study of England and the D
Wars: 'The wars themselves demonstrated not a fe

the characteristics of modern warfare; there is a foreta

of the bitter national feeling, the unscrupulous use of pro
against the enemy, that were to become more familiar l
some extent these weapons of war were deliberately manu
and exploited by governments in the time of the Dutch w
equally certainly they were sometimes natural and spon

phenomena." Professor Charles Wilson confined his m

analysis to the first two Anglo-Dutch wars. In this paper
pose to consider the same points with reference to the t

these conflicts, and to trace in outline the major shifts and v

of public opinion on both sides of the North Sea.
During this period there was only one printed English
paper, the official London Ga(ette. Published bi-weekly o
days and Thursdays, it naturally reflected the governmen
point. It concentrated almost entirely on foreign and sh
news, giving virtually no domestic news save for the mo
of the royal family and the principal courtiers, and repr
the text of official proclamations. There were also two l
manuscript weekly newsletters, sent out respectively by
Muddiman, and by the Under-Secretary of State, Joseph W
son (who was also the editor of the London Gaqette),
respective correspondents in the United Kingdom and ab
The scope and function of these two manuscript newslette
been admirably described by Peter Fraser.2 It will suffice

1 C. Wilson, Profit and Power: a Study of England and the Dut
(London, I957), p. 152.

2 Peter Fraser, The Intelligence of the Secretaries ofState and their m

of licensed news, zGGo-z688 (Cambridge, 1956). Cf. also P. M. H
A History of the London Gazette, z665-z965 (London, 1965); J. G
man, The King's Journalist, z659- z 689 (London, 1923).
67
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here that they gave much more domestic news than the Gajet
particularly when Parliament was sitting; but they were bot
largely dependent on information emanating from the offices
the two Secretaries of State, in Muddiman's case to Sir Willia
Morice. Another source of information is that provided by t
numerous government spies and informers, who pullulated at t

period. Their reports are mostly concerned with the real or alleged

doings of Protestant Dissenters and Roman Catholic Recusant
and they are summarized in the Domestic series of the Calenda
State Papers. The debates and proceedings of the Cavalier Parli
ment have been described and analysed from various viewpoin

in several authoritative works, and the dispatches of vari

foreign envoys in London are also available in print.'
On the Dutch side, I have relied chiefly on the printed gazet

and the manuscript newsletters collected by Sir Joseph Williamson

in 1666-79, and preserved at the P.R.O. I am greatly indebted
the authorities there for kindly facilitating my consultation
them.2 They include a very good (though not quite complete) r

of the Oprechte Haerlemse Courant, published thrice weekly durin

this period (Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday), which was genera
acknowledged to be the most reliable European newspaper. It w
edited by Abraham Castelyn, a Baptist printer and publisher
Haarlem, whose brother, Pieter Castelyn, published an annual
yearbook, Hollandse Mercurius, arranged in a strictly chrono
logical and monthly order. The Mercurius was largely based
the Courant, but supplemented with additional information app
ently derived from manuscript newsletters.3 There are also in

1 B. D. Henning (ed.), The Parliamentary Journal ofSir E. Dering, z 6y
z6y3 (1940); R. H. D. Haley, William of Orange and the English Oppositio

r.72-6.74 (Oxford, 1953); D. T. Witcombe, Charles II and the Cavalie
House of Commons, z 63-z 674 (Manchester, 1966). The principal fore
sources are listed in Keith Feiling, British Foreign Policy, z 66o-z 6y2 (L
don, 1930), to which may be added Waldemar Westergaard, The First Tr

Alliance: the Letters of Christopher Lindenov, Danish envoy to London, z
z6y2 (Yale University Press, 1947), and Calendar of State Papers. Venetia

zGyz-y2 (1939); ibid., z672-y5 (I947).

2 The printed gazettes and newspapers are listed in P. Fraser, The Int
ligence of the Secretaries of State, pp. 167-69. The foreign manuscript ne
letters addressed to Sir Joseph Williamson are filed in S.P. Foreign Ne

letters IoI/55-101/57.
3 Hollandtse Mercurius, z650-z1690 (41 vols., Haarlem, I65I-9x). Th
first word of the title is variously spelt Hollandtqe, Hollandsche, etc. E
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P.R.O. odd numbers of the two French-language Amsterdam
gazettes, published by different printers, on Mondays, Tuesdays
and Thursdays; but both, if I am not mistaken, edited by the

Huguenot journalist Jean-Alexandre de la Font.' The P.R.O.
collection likewise contain several old copies of the Dutch
Amsterdamsche Courant, which appeared thrice weekly (Tuesdays,
Thursdays, Saturdays), as well as a Spanish-language Gateta de
Amsterdam, and various gazettes published at Rotterdam, The
Hague and Utrecht. The Dutch reader had thus a greater choice

than his English counterpart, and a person living in or near

Amsterdam could buy a fresh newspaper on most days of the

week. Copies were, of course, available at the London coffeehouses with a few days' delay.
None of these Dutch gazettes were official newspapers in the
sense that the London Ga(ette was. They were licensed by the
municipal authorities, but not by the States-General nor by the
provincial governments. Castelyn's Courant sometimes offended
these latter authorities by publishing information which they
wished to suppress; but as long as he was supported by the Town
Council of Haarlem, he could (and did) print what he liked, provided that he did not offend the members of this body.2
The absence of a strong and centralized government censorship, such as already existed in France and England, also helps to
account for the extraordinary richness and variety of the Dutch
pamphlet literature at this period. Over 700 of these pamphlets
or 'blue-booklets' (blauw-boekjes) as they were called, were published in the year 1672 alone.3 While I cannot claim to have read
volume was published early in the year succeeding that with which it deals.
The editorship was taken over by Abraham Castelyn after his brother's death

in I676.

1 La Gazette Ordinaire d'Amsterdam (Mondays), and La Gazette d'Amsterdam (Tuesdays and Thursdays). Very little is known about La Font, who
deserves a more intensive study than he receives in the pioneer (and still
standard) work of Eug6ne Hatin, Les Gazettes de Hollande et la presse
clandestine aux z7e et z8e sidcles (Paris, I865). This book deals only with the
French-language Gazettes and is concerned mainly with the eighteenth
century.

2 Abraham Castelyn (1628-I68i) and Pieter Castelyn (I618-1676) likewise deserve much more research, in order to supplement the meagre information about them and their news-gathering networks in the standard
Dutch biographical dictionaries.
3 W. P. C. Knuttel, Catalogus van de Pamfletten-Vergameling berustende
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them all, I have examined all the important ones, including those
assembled by Sir Joseph Williamson which are likewise preserved

in the P.R.O. and the collection formerly owned by the late

Professor G. J. Renier, now in the Lilly Library, Indiana University. They naturally vary greatly in interest and importance,
some being merely ephemeral ballads or broadsheets, and others
comprising substantial quarto-volumes of several hundred pages.
But taken as a whole, and read in conjunction with the Dutch and
French-language gazettes which were published in the United
Provinces, they give us a very good idea of the various currents
of Dutch public opinion during those crucial years. They reflect
what Sir William Temple termed 'the strange freedom that all
men took, in boats, and inns, and all other common places, of
talking openly whatever they thought upon all public affairs, both
of their own state and their neighbours, . . .the government being

otherwise as severe and the taxes as hard, as among any of their

neighbours."
The Treaty of Breda which ended the second Anglo-Dutch
War in July 1667, had been followed six months later by the conclusion of the Triple Alliance between the two maritime powers
and Sweden. These two agreements did not, of course, remove all
the causes of the long-standing Anglo-Dutch rivalry overnight.
The humiliation inflicted by De Ruyter's raid up the Medway and
the burning of our ships at Chatham still rankled with many people

in England. Colonial quarrels continued to afford bones of contention from time to time, particularly over some dispossessed

English settlers in Surinam and the exclusion of the English
traders from Macassar. The so-called 'massacre of Amboina' in

1623 had been neither forgotten nor forgiven in England, while

English claims to the sovereignty of the Narrow Seas and the
enforcement of the Navigation Act continued to exasperate the

Dutch.

But as compared with the years 165o-65, there was a marked
in de Koninkljike Bibliotheek, ii, (2), z 668-88 (The Hague, I895), nos.

9923-o0,694. Some of these titles are reprints; but on the other hand, there
are a number of pamphlets and broadsides printed in 1672 which are not

to be found in Knuttel's Catalogue of those in the Royal Library at The
Hague.
1 Sir W. Temple to Sir John Temple, io October 1667, apud The Works of
Sir William Temple Bar* (ed. 1770), i, p. 306.
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lessening of tension in the years 1668-1671.1 The acquisition of
New York by the English, and of Pulo Run by the Dutch, had
settled two of the major causes of the previous conflict. Louis
XIV's increasingly obvious designs on the Spanish Netherlands,
and Colbert's protectionist tariff policies, were hurting both

English and Dutch interests. The Triple Alliance, fragile as it
proved in practice, had been warmly welcomed by the great
majority of Dutchmen and Englishmen, as is perfectly clear from
many contemporary sources besides Pepys's Diary.2
Charles II had secured a substantial supply from the Cavalier
Parliament before it dispersed in April 1671, on the express under-

standing that the money was to be used mainly for strengthening
the fleet in upholding the Triple Alliance. The secret treaty of
Dover (June 1670) and the subsequent agreements by which he
had already engaged himself to become a Roman Catholic, and
to join Louis XIV in dismembering the upstart Dutch Republic,
remained secret for most people; although suspicions that he was
engaged in some such commitment existed in both the United
Kingdom and the United Provinces.3 Moreover, there were many
thousands of Protestant Dissenters in England who had nostalgic

memories of the 'Good Old Cause', and who were deeply distrustful of a crypto-Catholic and a 'debauched' Court. AntiFrench and anti-papist feeling in England had been greatly
exacerbated by France's entry into the Second Dutch War, albeit
1 J. E. Elias, De tweede Engelsche Oorlog als het keerpunt in once betrekkingen

met Engeland (Amsterdam, 1930); C. Wilson, Profit and Power, pp.

154-58.
2 H. B. Wheatley (ed.), Diary of Samuel Pepys, vii (1896), pp. 287, 291,
314. Cf. the Oprechte Rotterdamse Donderdagsche Zee- en Post~jdingen,
I March 1668, under London datelines of 22 and 23 February; Anon., A Free
Conference touching the present state of England (i668). Wing F.2 112.
S 'The rumour has been current here for some time that there is a secret
treaty between England and France, under which England is to receive large

sums of money from France to carry on war against Holland without the
King being obliged to request money from Parliament for the purpose', as

the Danish envoy in London reported on the 27 October 1671 (Waldemar

Westergaard, The First Triple Alliance: the Letters of Christopher Lindenov,

Danish envoy to London, z 668-72, Yale University Press, I947, p. 468).
Similar rumours were already circulating in 1669. Cf. Diary ofSamuel Pepys

(ed. Wheatley), viii, pp. 303, 308; Keith Feiling, British Foreign Policy,

pp. 297, 315-16; Cal. S.P. Venetian, z67z-zy72 (1939), pp. II5-i8, I45,
I61-62, 167.
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belatedly and half-heartedly. The titles of many works published
between 1667 and I672, as listed in the Term Catalogues, clearly
reflect the growth of anti-Roman Catholic feeling in those years.
This feeling was none the less genuine for being based on selfinduced and self-propagating fears of Popery.
With the deliberately staged incident of the royal yacht Merlin,
which had orders to make the whole Dutch fleet strike their flags

to her, and with Charles II's overblown complaints about
allegedly insulting Dutch pictures, medals and pamphlets, it be-

came increasingly obvious that, as Lord Arlington told the

Foreign Affairs Committee: 'our business is to break with them
and yet to lay the breach at their door'. But probably the great
majority of people in England, and certainly a great majority of
the Nonconformists, hoped up to the last moment that another

Anglo-Dutch War could somehow be avoided. Many people in
the United Provinces hoped the same thing; and this hope
amounted to a firm conviction with most of the Orangists. They

argued that Charles could be placated by restoring his young
nephew, the third William, to all the honours and dignities which
his ancestors had held as stadtholders of several provinces and as
commanders-in-chief of them all. These hopes and expectations
on both sides of the North Sea were soon disappointed; but they
were widely shared and they were only finally shattered by the
traumatic events of the spring and summer of 1672.

In i668 an anonymous Dutch pamphleteer had warned his

countrymen that Louis XIV's aggression in the Spanish Netherlands was only the first step in his determination to destroy the

Dutch Republic.' In England the alarm was sounded by a prominent Nonconformist, Slingsby
anonymously in 1671, but with a
1670.2 In The Present Interest of
passionate plea for the toleration

Bethel, in a pamphlet published
preface dated the 27 December
England Stated, Bethel makes a
of Protestant Dissenters, claim-

1 Vive Oranje (Knuttel, nr. 9687). Despite the title, the writer was a
Republican rather than an Orangist.
2 The Present Interest ofEngland stated. By a Lover ofhis King and Country

(London, Printed for D.B., 1671). Wing B.2072. Reprinted I68i (Wing
B.2o73). For Slingsby Bethel see the entry in the DNB. Is the London
imprint genuine? If not, I suspect this may be one of the 'seditious pamphlets'

imported from Holland and seized at Newcastle in December 167I. See
The Bulstrode Papers, z66y-z 6'y5, i, p. 213, letter dated 27 December
1671.
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ing that they form the most industrious and socially useful
section of the nation. He couples this with an equally passionate
demand for an intensification of the existing penal laws against
Roman Catholics, on the grounds that 'the Protestants are the
best and the Papists the worst of subjects', twisting History to
prove this to his own satisfaction. Anticipating Max Weber and
Sombart on 'the Protestant ethic', he commends the Protestants,
and especially the Calvinists, for 'holding idleness as unlawful'.
He contrasts the absence of beggars in the predominantly Hugue-

not districts of France and in Protestant Germany with the
swarms of these parasites in the neighbouring Roman Catholic
regions.

He defends the Dutch against the common English allegations
of 'unjust dealings, exactions, and falseness'. He points out the
danger of French expansion; and he stresses that it can never be
to the interest of England to allow the Netherlands to be con-

quered by a foreign power, least of all by France. He is very
critical of the Anglican clergy, and very resentful of the high fees

charged by lawyers and physicians, which he alleges are tenfold
those charged by their colleagues in the Netherlands and Flanders.
He makes some interesting comparisons between the aristocracy
and gentry of various European countries in their respective attitude towards intermarriage with families who had made their

fortunes in trade. He concludes by summarizing his principal
points as follows:
'And now to sum up the domestic interest of England, it
lieth in the advancement of trade, by removing all obstructions

both in City and Country, providing such laws as may in any
way help it, and make it most easy, especially in giving Liberty
of conscience to all Protestant Nonconformists, and denying it

to Papists. In not coveting foreign conquests, which have
always been prejudicial and can never be of advantage to them;
and to retrench the unreasonable fees of lawyers, physicians,
and officers, as they are great impoverishers of the Nation. And
as to the foreign interest of England, that may be calculated, to

be in keeping the balance among their neighbours, and other
European Princes, being in order thereunto, firm to their present Triple League, and in that especially to Holland; in holding
a good correspondence with Spain, and in being jealous of all
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growing greatness in the French; keeping the Baltic Sea open
in his Majesty's making himself Protector of the whole Protestant party; and as peace is the advancer of trade, to seek it, and
not war, except an unavoidable necessity require it."

I have quoted Slingsby Bethel at some length because his views

were shared by many of his coreligionists. Charles II and the
Cabal had no illusions about the probable unpopularity of an un-

provoked war in alliance with Catholic France on Protestant

Holland.2 This realization was one of the principal motives of the

Declaration of Indulgence, which was promulgated on the

16/26 March, two days after the fiasco of the attack on the home-

ward-bound Dutch Smyrna-Fleet in the English Channel, and one
day before the belated official declaration of war on the United

Provinces. These events had been preceded by the Stop of the
Exchequer on the 2/12 January, and this in itself did much to make

the war thoroughly unpopular with the City of London. The
anonymous London correspondent of the Oprechte Haerlemse

Courant, accurately reported the local reactions to the gathering
storm, and the issue of the i April, under a London dateline of
ten days earlier, noted that: 'The declaration of war against the
States-General of the United Provinces has not been at all well

received by the common people here; they would much rather
see the weapons of this kingdom turned against France.'3

1 The Present Interest of England stated was translated into Dutch and
published in the Netherlands shortly after the outbreak of the war, under the

title of Engeland's Interest (Knuttel, nr. Io,oo4). Its publication at Leiden and
availability in bookshops at Amsterdam and elsewhere is advertised in the
Amsterdamsche Zaterdaghse Courant of the 28 May 1672 and later issues. This

Dutch edition is provided with a postscript, ascribed to the same author,
denouncing Charles II in trenchant terms for abandoning Holland in favour
of a French alliance, and foretelling a disastrous end for him if he does not
repent before it is too late (pp. 40-48). It would be interesting to know if
this postscript, full of scriptural allusions, was really the work of Slingsby
Bethel, the anonymity of the author being retained in the Dutch version.

2 W. C. Abbott, 'English Conspiracy and Dissent, I660-I674', in the
American Historical Review, xiv (1908-o09), pp. 503-28, 699-724. Criticism
of the Court was not confined to Dissenters. Cf G. de Forest Lord (ed.),
Poems on Afairs of State. Augustine Satirical Verse, I, z66o-z6>8 (Yale
U.P., 1963), which reflects the widespread uneasiness in all classes.
3 Cf. also the Garette d'Amsterdam of the 12, I8 April, and 5, 9 May; and
the Amsterd. Zaterdag. Courant of the 16 April; Cal S.P. Venetian, 167-1-72,
pp. 178-80, 189.
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Nor was it only merchants and Nonconformists who had no
enthusiasm for the war. It proved difficult to recruit sufficient

sailors for the Navy, although the press-gangs were working
overtime. The London GaTette naturally published optimistic re-

ports about the large numbers of men who were cheerfully
volunteering their services; but these assertions were implicitly
contradicted in the columns of the same paper by the publication
of two royal proclamations, complaining of the high rate of deser-

tion and enacting severe penalties for deserters and all those who
harboured them.' Abraham Castelyn's Courant lost no time in
pointing out this contradiction in its issues of the 16 and 21 April
1672. Both this paper and the Gaqette d'Amsterdam carried frequent

reports from London, stressing the unpopularity of the war in
general and of the press-gang in particular with the common

people;2 even though the Declaration of Indulgence had the
desired effect of keeping the Nonconformists politically quiescent.

In the same way, the London Ga(ette carried regular reports from
its correspondents in the Netherlands, stressing the real or alleged
reluctance of seamen to enlist in the Dutch fleet, 'which gives
great discouragement to the inhabitants of these countries.'3
War in the seventeenth century, with all its horrors, was in
some respects a less barbarous affair than it is now. The English
packet-boats continued their bi-weekly postal service between
Harwich and Hellevoetsluis (or Den Briel) for over a year after
hostilities had begun. Passengers and letters passed freely in both
directions, as did released or exchanged prisoners of war, travellers, spies and secret (often double) agents. In fact, the service was
actually augmented for a time, as the Dutch put on a packet-boat
of their own, which they did not have before the war. In March
1673, the States-General ordered the cessation of this service,
possibly as a reprisal for the arrest and imprisonment in the Tower
of London of two Dutch unofficial envoys who had come over
by this route.4 However that may be, this order does not seem to
1 London Gazette of 31 March/Io April, and I1/21 April 1672, for the full
text of these proclamations.
2By and large, the Amsterdam Gazettes seem to have been more informa-

tive and outspoken about popular unrest in England than was Castelyn's

more cautious (and more objective?) Haerlemse Courant.
3 London Gazette, nr. 669, quoting Hague dispatch of the i6 April 1672.
4 They appear in the English accounts as Zas and Arton, their misadventures being related in Haley, William of Orange and the English Opposition,
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have been strictly obeyed for very long; and in any event the
alternative packet-service via Dover and Ostend in the neutral
Spanish Netherlands continued uninterruptedly. Apart from the
packet-boats, it was easy to find a Dutch, an English, or a Flemish
fishing-boat which was prepared to sail in either direction with
passengers and mail, while both governments issued shippingpasses with relative facility. In the upshot, therefore, a steady flow

of manuscript newsletters, amounting to an exchange of information, went on between Sir Joseph Williamson's agents or cor-

respondents in the Netherlands, and the correspondents of
Abraham Castelyn and Jean-Alexandre de la Font in England.
Anyone who subscribed to both the Oprechte Haerlemse Courant
and the Amsterdam gazettes, as well as to the London Ga(ette,
got a good front-seat view of the war. There was seldom a delay
of more than six or seven days between the date of the original
newsletter and its appearance (in whole or, more often, in part)
in print.

In this way, the Dutch newspapers contained full and accurate
reports of the movements of the English and French fleets, while
the London Ga(ette printed equally up-to-date news about the
Dutch fleet and its commanders. Admiral de Ruyter's movements,
whether ashore or afloat, got practically a 24-hour coverage on
occasions. Naturally, the war-news was apt to be slanted, according to which side was publishing it; but much of it was surprisingly objective, care being taken to distinguish between unverified

rumours and ascertained facts. Editorial comment was likewise

relatively restrained, although when reproducing the other side's
version of some naval or military engagement, the editor usually
added some critical observations. As mentioned previously, the
printed Dutch newspapers were available at the leading London
coffee-houses, and one of Williamson's correspondents wrote to

him on the I6/26 June 1673: 'The Haarlem and Amsterdam
Gazettes are so public here, that sober men fear the truth of some-

thing they say." The London Gauette likewise circulated freely at
Amsterdam and The Hague, while people in important official
positions on both sides had access to the even more informative
pp. 67-87. Their proper names were Gerbrand Sas van den Bossche and

Willem Arton.

1 C. B. Christie (ed.), Letters addressedfrom London to Sir Joseph William-

son, 1673-74 (2 vols., Camden Society, 1874), i, p. 46.
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manuscript newsletter services. Conditions therefore existed for
the development of an informed public-opinion on either side of

the North Sea, fed by regular and reasonably reliable news-

reports, as well as by rumour and gossip. Such an opinion did,
in fact, develop, and it played a major part in forcing the English
government to make a separate peace with the Dutch early in
1674. But this is to anticipate.
In the short interval which elapsed between the English and the
French declarations of war on the United Provinces (27 March6 April), someone on the Dutch side prepared an official reply to
the former, which was published by mid-April under the title of
Consideratien over den Tegenwoordigen Toestant van het Vereenigde

Nederland.' This 34-page pamphlet was couched in a restrained
and dignified tone, almost more in sorrow than in anger. After
refuting the English allegations over the flags, medals, etc., point
by point (not a very difficult task), the writer concluded by

appealing directly to the English people in the following

terms:

'And you, subjects of the King of England, to whom we
bound by the bonds of Christian love and a higher than ear
interest, shed from now on your tears over the misfortu
which threatens us and the suffering which approaches y

We are not waging any war against your Nation, but o
against your King and his courtiers, who have valued y
blood at six-millions-a small price for the blood that your
our Saviour has shed for us. We bemoan our common loss,

we dread to think what may happen when we envisage
possibility of the success of an enterprise which aims mu
further than at the destruction of our temporal welfare. Y
King, a Defender of the Christian faith, has made peace w
the Turks in order to make war on Christians,2 and in orde
have his hands free against those who hold the Prince of P

1 Knuttel, nr. io,oo8. Reprinted three times in the same year, in addi
to a German translation (nrs. Io,oo9-1o,o12). The authorship of this ano
mous pamphlet was attributed by some contemporaries to Johan de

(H. T. Colenbrander (ed.), Bescheiden uit vreemde archieven omtrent de gro

Nederlandsche Zeeoorlogen, Z 652-Z 67'6, 2 vols., The Hague, 1919, ii, p

Cf Cal. S.P. Venetian, zGyz-72 (I939), pp. 222, 233.
2 An allusion to Sir Edward Spragge's expedition against the Barb

pirates in the Mediterranean, from which he returned at the time of the a
TRANS. 5TH S.-VOL. 19-F
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as their Saviour and Messiah. Make your prayers to God, that
He may in His mercy either change the heart of your King, or
else foil his designs.'
I have not been able to trace an English edition of the Consideratien, but its contents must have quickly become known in
England, since the Cabal ministry was sufficiently impressed by
its arguments to commission a detailed refutation of it in print.
The man selected for this task was a turncoat Parliamentarian,
Henry Stubbe, a classical scholar and a practising physician of
some repute, a former prot6g6 of Sir Henry Vane and an ardent
defender of the 'Good Old Cause' just before the Restoration.1
The reasons for his selection are immediately apparent when we
read his own apologia in the preamble to A Justification to the
Present War against the United Netherlands, which was licensed
on the 11/21 June and published nine days later.2
'I acknowledge myself to have been of the number of those,
who by reasons of their ignorance of private negotiations, and
the real transactions of state, together with the epidemical
jealousy of Court-designs, did believe that this war was needless and unseasonable. That it was projected by some courtiers,
and others, who sought to advantage themselves by the public
calamities, or by pensions from the Crown of France; that the
Dutch were so humble and submissive, that it was our obstinacy
to refuse all satisfaction, not any perverseness and pride in them
so as to deny us any. I was jealous of the growth of Popery, and
thought it to be the interest of this kingdom, not to weaken or

destroy a Republic pretending to Protestancy, and for the
erection whereof so many of our progenitors had hazarded and
lost their lives. I brought with me all those surmises and misapprehensions which any Netherlander or English Malcontent
could wish infused into me. But when I came to a better intel-

ligence concerning affairs; when I had seriously enquired into
the transactions betwixt the Dutch and us, how condescending

His Majesty had been, and with what insolence the Netherlanders had deported themselves, ... then did I begin to detest
on the Smyrna fleet (R. C. Anderson, Journals and Narratives of the Third
Dutch War, Navy Records Society, 1946, pp. 6-9).
1 See the notice on him in the DNB, and sources there quoted.
2 Wing S.6o5o. The extract which follows is from pp. (9)-(io).
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the petulant humour of this age, whereby everyone is prone to
examine the actions and to censure the prudence of his governors, without understanding the prospect those elevated spirits
have concerning such affairs, or the grounds and circumstances
by which they regulate their councils ... I thought the times
happy, when men employed themselves in other discourses, and
practiced obedience rather than disputes ... when they believed
that it was only for the Councillors of kings to debate and
examine the utility and prejudices, the justice and injustice of
wars, ... the other subjects not being so infatuated as to think
they can debate or decide such matters, without any better

cognizance than what arises from a vulgar brain, a narrow
prospect of things, and popular reports and suggestions.'

In other words, a plea that the man--or in this case, the

Cabal-in Whitehall knows best.

Stubbe followed up this work with A Further Justification of
thepresent war against the United Netherlands, written, as he states,

before the murder of the De Witts (20 August 1672), but published early in 1673, after being licensed on the 6/16 November
1672, 'by express order of the Earl of Arlington'.' Both these
works were compiled with the avowed aim of convincing the
Dissenters that the War of 1672-74 was every bit as justified as
that of 1652-54 had been, and thus deserved the unswerving support of Protestants of all persuasions, and of the old Commonwealth men in particular.
'I will therein show those that were concerned for the war

against the Dutch under the pretended Commonwealth that
the quarrel is fundamentally the same now as it was then, and
that they cannot have any tenderness for the Hollanders at this
time, who did so heinously complain of their oppressions and
usurpations then. The Hollanders are the selfsame people still;
as much Hollanders in Europe as they are at Japan, or ever
were at Amboina. I know not why we should not demonstrate
ourselves all to be as true Englishmen: and to convince such
persons, I will print the speech of Mr St John, their ambassador
1 Wing S.6o46. Stubbe's objective in writing this book is also explained
in his letter to Sir Joseph Williamson, dated 8/18 July 1672, calendared in

Cal. S.P. Dom., z672 (1899), pp. 319-20. Cf also op. cit., p. 284. The book

was first published in 1673.
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to the States, at The Hague, during the pretended Commo
wealth."

With this purpose in view, Stubbe raked up much else besides

old time-worn allegations about the tortures at Amboina
sinking of Captain Weddell's two ships with all hands in 163
and the Dutch trampling on the cross in Japan. He even quo
the fanatics in Praise God Barebones' Parliament who had ur

that 'Antichrist, the Man of Sin, could never be destroyed in Ital

whilst the Dutch retained any considerable strength in the Un
Provinces.'2

It seems very doubtful if Stubbe's pamphlets did anything
make the war less unpopular. Many people, besides the Earl
Sandwich, Lord Ossory and John Evelyn, felt deeply asham
of the treacherous attack on the Smyrna Fleet, 'and the unsuc
fullness of it made it seem as ridiculous as it was base.' The tr
death of the Earl of Sandwich, the loss of the Royal James,

the heavy casualties incurred at the battle of Solebay (7 June 167

further induced many of the common people 'to believe the w

of our success and not the best'. Although the London Gazette
the official accounts claimed that 'the French fought bravely',
their squadron did in fact suffer considerably, rumours to
contrary were soon being spread, and they quickly gained gen

credence. Within a week of the battle of Solebay, the Fre
ambassador in London, Colbert de Croissy, was reporting to
brother, Jean-Baptiste Colbert: 'Enfin, tout ce qu'il y a de g
contraires aux desseins du Roy d'Angleterre, qui sont en beauc
plus grand nombre que les autres, triomphent, et le petit peu
crit fort contre les Frangois.'3 The government found it advis
to publish a sharply worded proclamation in the London Gaj
of the 14/24 June, denouncing the recent growth of seditio

1 A Justification (1672), p. (80). Stubbe explains in his Further Justifica

(1673), 'to the Reader' (no page numeration), that he could not fin

accurate copy of St John's speech, so he omitted this and substituted a len

[and tendentious] account of the peace negotiations in 1653.

2 A Further Justification (I673), p. (91).
3 For the English reactions to the news of Solebay cf. newsletters of

30 May/9 June, 1/Io, 8/18, 10o/2o June calendared in Historical Manusc

Commission, z 2th Report, Appendix, Part VII (1890), Le Fleming M

pp. 93-96; Diary ofJohn Evelyn (ed. E. S. de Beer), iii, 616-20; R. C. And
son, Journals and Narratives ofthe Third Dutch War (Navy Records Soci
lxxxvi, 1946), pp. 13-22; H. T. Colenbrander, Bescheiden, ii, pp. 109-2
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speeches in coffee-houses and threatening severe punishment
such treasonable talk. The Cabal's gamble of a quick and lucrat
war by sea had clearly failed; and the spectacular progress of
French arms by land did nothing to reconcile most Englishm
to the situation.
On the Dutch side, it was impossible to hide the gravity of

crisis in the summer of 1672. Within forty days the French armi
had overrun much of the country, capturing forty-eight fortifie

towns and strongholds, including Utrecht, which they reached
the 3 July. Holland and Zeeland were only saved from invasi
by opening the dikes defending them on the landward side,
by the strange inaction of the French, who made no attemp

wade across the 'Water-Line' in places where it was still v

shallow. The poor showing of the Dutch army, demoralized a
disorganized by the first reverses, was compounded by the wil
accusations of treachery against the Regent r gime in general
against the brothers De Witt in particular. A stream of venom
Orangist pamphlets, whose virulence has to be read to be believ

poured daily from the press, accusing them of betraying

country to the French and of plotting against the Prince of Orang

It was alleged that Cornelis de Witt had ordered Admiral

Ruyter to concentrate entirely on the English at Solebay and
let the French off lightly-a fatuous allegation which was soo
echoed and widely believed in England.' An attempt was m

1 'Iwould not neither impeach any man upon general reports and rumo
but however it is observable, that the greatest number of the Dutch co

manders are of the opinion, and have often publicly declared, that the Fren
ships were thus kind-used by theirs out of particular respect De Witt's bro

had to them' [P. du Moulin], England's Appeal from the Private Caba

Whitehall (1673), p. 17. Actually, the very first printed Dutch report of
battle, which emanated from two eye-witnesses in the Zeeland squad
claimed that 'the French fought better than the English' (Broadside Verk

inge, dated the morning of the 9 June I672, obviously published the same d

probably at Flushing or Middelburg. This item is not in Knuttel, but is

the P.R.O. Library collection of Dutch pamphlets, vol. iv, fl. 763).

version was soon dropped in favour of the allegation that Cornelis de W
deliberately let the French down lightly, repeated in Knuttel, nrs. 10,2

10,479, and various contemporary newsletters. Some of the pro-Stat
pamphlets contrariwise accused the Orangist Zeelanders and Frisians
Banckert's squadron at Solebay of 'dragging their feet' and leaving
Hollanders to do all the fighting (Hollants Venetoen, Knuttel, nr. io,6
affords a typical example).
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to murder Johan de Witt on the night of the 2x June, wh
narrowly miscarried due to the personal courage ofthe Pensio
in tackling his four assailants. One of them, Jacob van der G
was shortly afterwards arrested, tried, and executed. He suff
with exemplary religious resignation and he was popularly
garded as a martyr. His last hours were recounted in a pamp
entitled De Worstelinge Jacobs, which at once became and r
mained for nearly two centuries one of the most popular p
of folk-literature in the northern Netherlands. There is no d

but that some of the scurrilous pamphlets were partly respon
for arousing popular hatred against the brothers de Witt to
pitch which resulted in their atrocious lynching at the Hagu
the 20 August I672.1
Castelyn's Courant and the Amsterdam gazettes, whose edi
were of Republican rather than Orangist sympathies, took a m
more restrained and responsible line than did the strongly Or
ist pamphlets. They punctually reported the daily Dutch def
and losses of towns, but briefly and without hysterical and
sponsible accusations of treachery. The very few Dutch victo

such as the defence of Aardenburg against the French (2

June), and of Groningen against the bellicose Prince-Bishop
Miinster and Cologne (31 July-27 August), were understand
played up and emphasized. The 'no-surrender' attitude of
province of Zeeland and the city of Amsterdam at the end
June, when most of the other towns and the States-General

in favour of negotiating with the French and English, did as mu

to restore the drooping spirits of the Dutch as did the daunt
attitude of the young Prince of Orange.
The Dutch newspapers also carried frequent reports of de

tions from the invading troops, whether they were parties of tw

twenty, or two hundred men. They also tried to arouse a d

mination to resist by publishing detailed accounts of the sufferi

of the inhabitants of Utrecht and other occupied towns.2 T

1 Knuttel, nrs. 0,45 5-10o,465, for the seven editions of the Worste

Jacobs published in 1672. Knuttel, nrs. 1o,317-1o,391, for some o
vicious anti-De Witt pamphlets published before their murder.

* For French-occupied Utrecht, see Knuttel, nr. io,5 1. The P.R

Library collection of Dutch pamphlets, vol. vii, contains an interesting
unrecorded by Knuttel: Waerachtigh Verhael van de Franse Wreedheyt bin
Woerden, onder 't beleyt van de Verrader Momba, dated Woerden, 23 Sep
ber 1672 (Amsterdam, 1672).
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likewise bolstered their readers' morale by printing frequent
reports suggesting that Spain, Austria, and Brandenburg were on
the point of coming to the rescue. In so far as Spain went, these

reports were mostly well-founded. The Count of Monterey,
Governor-General of the Spanish Netherlands, and an exceptionally active and enterprising man, sent what help he could in the
way of men and supplies, over and above what he was authorized
to do by the government at Madrid. Although Spain was then in
the throes of one of the worst economic crises in her history, the
Queen-Regent and her advisers displayed remarkable courage in
their efforts to help the Dutch, rejecting French and English
threats and blandishments alike. The envoys of 'El Rey Catolico'

at Vienna and Rome actively canvassed support for the hardpressed Calvinist Dutch Republic. No sooner had the war begun,

than the Spanish ambassador in London, Marques del Fresno,
laid public wagers that the French fleet would leave the English
in the lurch on the day of battle.'

A tremendous fillip was given to the badly-sagging Dutch
morale by the safe arrival of fourteen richly-laden East Indiamen
at Delfzijl on the Eems on the 3 August 1672. The commander
of this fleet, Arnout van Overbeek, had been warned at Batavia
and Cape Town of the probability of war with France, so he had
taken the 'outside passage' round the North of Scotland and the
Shetland Isles; but he was first informed of English intervention
and the true situation by an advice-yacht which he met in the
North Sea on the 23 July. A lawyer by profession, and described

by one of his subordinates as 'a fop, and a popular poet with
the young ladies', Droncken Nout as he termed himself, rose to the

occasion.2 Though the Anglo-French fleet was waiting for him

between Heligoland and the Texel, and though two English

frigates, the Cambridge (70o) and Bristol (48), intercepted the
Dutch Indiamen and attacked them, they were beaten off after a

sharp action. The almost miraculous escape of this rich fleet
caused as much joy in what was left of the United Provinces, as
1 'But I suppose there are very few, but have heard of the wager laid by
the Spanish Ambassador in the beginning of the war; and how far the French

conduct agreed with his predictions' (England's Appeal, 1673, p. 17). For the
honourable stand taken by the government at Madrid, see Cal. S.P. Venetian,

67z--.72 (1939), pp. 173, 190-932 P.(ieter) V.(an) D.(en) B.(erg), Curieuse Besckr~jving van verscheyden
Oost-Indische Gewesten (Rotterdam, 1677), pp. 133-37.
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it did chagrin and annoyance in England. In both respects, the
reaction was very similar to that following De Ruyter's arrival at
the same place almost exactly seven years earlier, after his expedition to Guinea and the Caribbean, and after eluding Sandwich's
fleet waiting for him in the North Sea.'

By November 1672, many people in the yet unconquered
regions of the United Provinces had begun to feel that the worst
was over. This feeling was reflected both in the pamphlet literature and in the newspapers, where the universities of Leiden and
Groningen announced their intention of resuming normal classes,
despite the still serious situation.2 The Prince of Orange, working
closely with the new Raadpensionaris, Gaspar Fagel, and with the
burgomasters of Amsterdam who held, in effect, the economic
keys of the country, had greatly improved the morale and the
discipline of the army. He had been enabled to take the offensive
for the first time, albeit unsuccessfully, at Naerden (28 September)

and Woerden (io October). German and Austrian trroops had
tardily made an appearance along the Rhine, thus diverting some
of the French forces in that direction. Swedish mediation had been

offered to, and accepted by, both belligerents; but the Dutch
rightly hoped much more from the intensive diplomatic pressure
which the Spanish government was increasingly exercising on the
English. Parliament had been due to reassemble in October; and
although the king had prorogued this body until mid-February
1673, it was clear that he could not do so again, since the war had
failed to pay for itself, and the French subsidies were insufficient.

It was at this juncture that two important pamphlets, directly
aimed at influencing public opinion, were composed and written,
although they were not published until March and April 1673,
respectively. The first of these was England's Appeal from the
private Cabal at Whitehall to the Great Council of the nation, the
Lords and Commons in Parliament assembled. The work, in all
1 Generale Carga, of ladinge van veertien Oost-Indische Retour-Schepen ...
den 3 Augusti decesjaers z 672, alle Godt lof in de Eems voor Delfsyl gerariveert

(Amsterdam, 1672). This broadside is not in Knuttel, but is in duplicate in
the P.R.O. Library collection of Dutch pamphlets, iv, 1672, nrs. 49 and 5o.
Cf. also S.P. For. 10I/9 5, newsletters dated 6, 9, 12August 1672; Den bedrogen

Engelsman (n.p. 1672), for English chagrin at their failure to intercept this
fleet, also mentioned in Cal. S.P. Venetian, z 67z-72 (1939), PP. 267-68, 274.
2 Oprechte Haerlemse Courant for 27 August (Leiden) and 24 September

(Groningen).
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probability, of William's private secretary, the Huguenot Pierre
du Moulin, it has been closely analysed and fully discussed by
Professor Haley.x I need only remind you that this pamphlet's
aim was to break the Anglo-French alliance and to ruin the ministers concerned in it by alleging that they were pro-Popish intriguers who had led the King astray from the policy of the Triple

Alliance against his better judgment. The second pamphlet, like-

wise published anonymously, was the work of the Reverend
Joseph Hill, an English Nonconformist divine and lexicographer,
who was then minister at Middelburg. Printed simultaneously in
both English and a Dutch edition, its purpose was proclaimed on
the long-winded title-page: The Interest of these United Provinces.
Being a defence of the Zeelanders choice. Wherein is shown, I That
we ought unanimously to defend ourselves. II That if we cannot, it is

better to be under England than France, in regard of Religion,
Liberty, Estates, and Trade. III That we are not yet come to that
extremity, but we may remain a Republic. And that our compliance
with England is the only means for this.2

Like Du Moulin, Hill developed his arguments with restraint
and moderation, eschewing the scurrility displayed by Stubbe
and other pamphleteers. 'I have for above twenty years observed,
both where I have lived, and where I have travelled, that Moderation is rather a speculative notion than a matter of practice. Like
a virtuous and beautiful poor lady, that all will commend, but
none will marry. Parties that are under, call for it eagerly; but
when they are upmost [they] neglect it shamefully. Seeing that
the passions of men and the iniquities of the age are so great, that
I expect nothing in Religion but either an Inquisition or Toleration,

I am more for the latter, and I would rather reside at Amsterdam

or Constantinople, than at Rome or Madrid.' Like Du Moulin,
Hill stresses the overriding danger of Louis XIV's militant
Catholicism, and he urges that England should abandon the
French alliance and make a separate peace. He argues that national

self-interest takes precedence over everything else, and that
England 'had better lose Scotland or Ireland, than let the French
1 K. H. D. Haley, William of Orange and the English Opposition, z 672S674 (Oxford, 1953).
2 Knuttel, nr. o0,909. Wing H.2000. For Joseph Hill see the biographical
notice in theDNB. The English edition was printed at Middelburg, the Dutch
at Amsterdam, both at the author's expense, as he informs us.
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have these provinces'. But he goes on to warn his Dutch read
that Charles will in all probability receive an adequate sup
from Parliament for the war, and that it will not be possible
detach England from the French alliance without going a lon
way to meet the English demands.
Hill does his best to prove that Charles II was a sincere Pro

testant, and not a crypto-Catholic as was widely believed.
argues that if the English King was allowed to occupy t

'cautionary towns' which he was claiming from the Dutch, h
would not try to enforce episcopalianism on them: 'New Engla
and several other Plantations belonging to His Majesty of Gr
Britain have always enjoyed and still do their own church gove
ment freely. And therefore we need not fear that ours should
denied us'-as it would be under the French, who respect neit
the letter nor the spirit of the Edict of Nantes. He defends
Declaration of Indulgence, pointing out that it gave Protestan
Dissenters permission to worship publicly, but Popish Recusa
in their private houses only, 'and this revocable at pleasure'.
argues that Charles would never dare to embrace Catholicism
and thus arouse the antagonism of the overwhelming majority
his subjects. Nor could the King contemplate restoring the lan
and revenues of the Roman Catholic Church, which were now
for the most part in the hands of the nobility and gentry-'a
can we think that they will ever be induced to part with th
again?' He criticizes the failure of both the English and the Du

governments in the past to give adequate aid to the Fren

Huguenots; and he refers admiringly to Lisola's Bouclier d'Et
et de Justice for exposing Louis XIV's ambitions. He conclude
by calling on all the nations of Europe to unite against the men
of the French universal monarchy, and for England to hold

balance of power by tilting it against the French, as she h

formerly done against the Spaniards.
England's Appeal was only distributed to members of Parli
ment in the closing weeks of the short and stormy session of
4/14 February-29 March/8 April 1673;1 and as Hill had fores

1 The Oprechte Haerlemse Courant of the 25 March 1673 under a Lon
dateline of the 17 March, notes: 'Ondertusschen zijn eenige bedenckeli
Schriften, speciaal een dat zeer tegens Vrankrijck spreeckt, aen 't Parliam
gepresenteert.' I take this to be a reference to the distribution of Engla
Appeal. If so, it reinforces the arguments adduced by Haley, op. cit., pp.
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Parliament did not in the end refuse the king a supply of money
for carrying on the war. But this supply was limited to a grant of
?70,ooo a month for a period of eighteen months; and it was made
conditional upon the king withdrawing the Declaration of Indulgence and assenting to the passage of the Test Act. Moreover, the

total supply of ?i,260,ooo was not voted out of any enthusiasm

for the war, but mainly because members realized that if no
money was provided, most of the fleet would have to be laid up;
and the nation would thereby be exposed to the humiliation of

another 'Chatham attempt' by the Dutch. The proceedings in
Parliament were naturally followed with the keenest interest in

Holland, as the London Gazette, No. 754, reported under an

Amsterdam dateline of the 14 February 1673:

'Here is great hopes the Parliament of England will express
a dissatisfaction at this war, and be unwilling to assist the King
with supplies necessary to carry it on. But if these hopes should
be dashed, the spirits of this people would altogether fail them,
who stick not openly to declare, they promise themselves great
matters from the Parliament on their behalf, . . . the great ones

here endeavour to persuade the people, that the Parliament of
England will blame the King for joining with France against
them, and that they will not supply him with money to go
through with it.'
The Dutch were naturally disappointed when Parliament voted
the eighteen months' supply for the war; but they were encouraged

by the delay which then ensued over this vote's implementation,

while king and Commons wrangled over the Declaration of

Indulgence and the Test Act. Charles pointed this out to Parliament in his speech on the 14/24 March 1673:
'What you then voted unanimously did both give life to my
affairs at home, and dishearten my enemies abroad: but the
seeming delay it hath met withal since, hath made them take
new courage, and they are now preparing for this next summer
a greater Fleet (as they say) than ever they had yet. So that if
io5. A French edition, the existence of which is surmised by Haley (p. ioI),
does in fact exist. There is a copy in the P.R.O. Library collection of Dutch

pamphlets, vol. x, 1673, Appel de l'Angleterre (Amsterdam, 1673), sm.
octavo, 9g pp. A quarto edition of 56 pp. is listed in Knuttel, nr. o0,916.
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the supply is not very speedily dispatched, it will be altogeth
ineffectual, and the safety, honour, and interest of Englan

must of necessity be exposed. Pray lay this to heart, and let not

the fears and jealousies of some, draw an inevitable ruin on

us all."

Charles's remonstrance serves to illustrate a dichotomy which
has bedevilled governments then and since in 'slanting' the warnews and in framing official communiques. On the one hand, the
London Ga~ette carried frequent reports from its correspondents
in the Netherlands, emphasizing the war-weariness of the heavilytaxed Dutch people, the difficulties in manning their fleet, the
backwardness of their naval preparations, and the unpopularity
of the government-all this, of course, with a view to convincing
its English readers that victory was just round the corner. On the
other hand, the Gazette sometimes had to stress, as in the abovequoted royal speech, the strength, preparedness and fightingspirit of the enemy; in order to prise money out of a reluctant
Parliament, or to justify the sacrifices and efforts which the country

was being called upon to make. Similar trends can, of course, be
discerned in the Dutch gazettes; but as none of these were officially

edited papers, the standard of reporting was, on the whole, more
objective. The privateering war was covered very fully, though
each side naturally concentrated on listing the captures and exploits of its own privateers, while ignoring or playing down those
of the enemy. Each side naturally strove to exaggerate its opponent's casualties and to minimize its own; but this was less easily
done in the United Provinces, for the reasons explained by De La

Font in the Gazette d'Amsterdam of the 7 September 1673, when
discussing the official claims of both sides after the recent battle
of the Texel in the light of the English and French published

versions.

'That of the English is nearer to the truth; the other is chim-

erical, and can only have come from a disordered brain, as we
will prove irrefutably either in a separate publication or else in
another gazette. They both of them agree in one point, which
is that we lost two ships whereas they lost none. Now Mr. de
Ruyter is not a man to say one thing and mean another. What
1 London Gazette, nr. 764, under dateline of Whitehall 4/14 March

1672/73.
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he says is accepted as an article of faith;1 and even if he wished
to hide the loss of one of our ships, it would be impossible for
him to do so. People speak too freely in this country for such
measures to be taken; and it is so small, that if a ship had really
been lost, this would have already become known through the
plaints of those who had lost their relatives therein. For fathers,

mothers, wives or other relations, hosts or friends, all take
great care to go to the [local] Admiralty to inform themselves
about the condition of those who are in the fleet, in order to
draw their wages, and care is taken to pay for those who are
dead. This is why two days after a battle the Admiralties put
up notices containing the list of killed and wounded for each
and every ship. And in these official notices we have not seen
that we have lost a single ship.2 And this is the case with the
number of killed and wounded notified by the Admiralty of
this town, and which has been published in the Relation which
is issued with this Gazette.'
The failure of the naval campaign in the summer of 1673, finally

crystallized the disillusionment of the great majority of Englishmen of all parties with the war. Rightly or wrongly, the blame for

this failure was placed on the French squadron, under the Comte
d'Estr"es, which was alleged to have left the English in the lurch
by deliberately ignoring Prince Rupert's signals at the battle of the

Texel. 'Who will make the English love the French?' asked Pope

Pius II despairingly, when vainly trying to unite Western

Christendom against the Turks after the fall of Constantinople;
and the same thought must often have occurred to Charles II in
the autumn of 1673. Anti-French feeling, always latent among the
xenophobic Anglo-Saxons, became quite hysterical at this period,
reinforced as it was by a pathological dread of Popery, which was
sharpened in its turn by the realization that the Duke of York was

a Roman Catholic.

The rapidly growing Anglo-French estrangement was, of
1 James Duke of York told Samuel Pepys many years later that De Ruyter
was the greatest admiral 'that ever to that time was in the world, [and] that

never reported untruths or spoke less of his enemy than they deserved'

(E. Chappell (ed.), Tangier Papers of Samuel Pepys, 1935, PP. 247, 314).
2 Neither fleet lost a warship in the battle of the Texel (21/3 1 August 1673)

though the English yacht Henrietta was sunk and both sides expended a

number of fireships to no purpose.
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course, duly reported in the Dutch newspapers, as instanced by
the following item in the Gazette d'Amsterdam of the 31 August

1673. Some of the English prisoners were so indignant at the
behaviour of the White (French) squadron, that they had asked
Admiral de Ruyter to let them serve in the Dutch fleet, on condition that they would only have to fight against this squadron
and not against the Blue or the Red." Sir Robert Southwell wrote

from Whitehall to Sir Joseph Williamson at Cologne on the
17/27 August: 'I come now from the withdrawing-room, where
the din is so great against the French squadron for not bearing in
when they had the full advantage of the wind, and might have
destroyed all, that the Prince will never forgive them, whoever

will besides.' Prince Rupert, hitherto not the most popular of
men, became overnight a national hero, simply because he was
known to be very anti-French.2 The government ordered that no
public criticism should be made of the French squadron's behaviour, but this move merely made the king and the Cabal more

unpopular than they already were.3 Williamson's London correspondents kept assuring him that belief in French treachery was

universal, 'every seaman's wife having an account of it from her
husband of their having been betrayed, as they call it, by the
French.' The government's pro-French attitude 'does indeed so
inflame the people that every apple-woman makes it a proverb:
"Will you fight like the French?" '4 Robin Yard, then editing the
London Ga(ette for the absent Williamson, to whom he wrote
confidentially two or three times a week in terms very different
1 Thus anticipating the action of some of the Spanish prisoners after the
battle of Trafalgar, who were so indignant at having been fired on by the
French after their badly-battered ships had struck, that they volunteered to
serve their English captors when it seemed that the conflict might be re-

newed-an offer which was accepted, 'such being the trust that could be
placed in Spanish honour', and they were stationed at the lower-deck
gunports.
2 R. Yard to Williamson, 29 August/8 September 1673, in Letters to Sir

Joseph Williamson, i, pp. 194-95. Cf. Sir W. Temple to the Earl of Essex,
10/20 September 1673, in O. Airy (ed.), Essex Papers, i, z 72- z 65 (Camden
Society, 1890), p. 121.
3 Letters to Sir Joseph Williamson, ii, pp. I, 9-10o, 13-14, i6, 56-57, 59-60.
4 Letters to Sir Joseph Williamson, ii, p. I. For objective accounts of the
naval campaign of 1673 see R. C. Anderson, Journals and Narratives of the
Third Dutch War, pp. 27-56, and J. R. Bruijn, De Oorlogvoering ter Tee in
zr63 injournalen en andere stukken (Groningen, 1966), pp. 21-31.
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from what was allowed to appear in that paper, noted on the
29 August/8 September: 'The dissatisfaction is so great at this
conjuncture with the French, that the general speech in the City
and that among the soberest and chiefest persons is that unless
this alliance with France be broken, the nation will be ruined.'
His colleague, Henry Ball, wrote a few days later: 'The coffeehouses and from them the people continue their too open hate to
the French, and discourse of them with the greatest contempt

imaginable."

The London coffee-house clamours waxed bolder than ever as

the Parliamentary session approached, and it became obvious that
the Cabal was in palpable disarray, with the ministers intriguing
against each other and some of them threatened with the prospect
of impeachment. The stormy parliamentary sessions of 20/30
October-4/14 November 1673, and 7/17 January-24 February/4
March 1674, were closely followed in the Dutch periodical press
and in the pamphlet literature.2 Although Charles twisted and
turned as long as he could in his endeavours to stay loyal to the
French alliance, the combination of English public and parliamentary opinion, reinforced by intensified Spanish diplomatic
pressure proved too strong for him.3 The Treaty of Westminster
which took England out of the war, was signed on the 9/19 February 1674, and it was ratified with exceptional speed shortly after-

wards. The news was greeted with great popular enthusiasm on
both sides of the North Sea, and not least in Amsterdam. The
editor of the Gazette d'Amsterdam, reporting the official celebrations on the night of the 13/14 March I674, claimed that: 'never
before had such great marks and demonstrations of joy been given
in this town.' Night was turned into day with bonfires, banners
and illuminations which lit up the icy scene during one of the
hardest frosts of that winter. 'Everyone kept open house, all the
1 Letters to Sir Joseph Williamson, i, pp. 194-95; op. cit., ii, p. I.
2 Knuttel, nrs. Io,893-1o,898, 11,031-I1033, 11,114-I1,11x6; The Haarlem
and Amsterdam gazettes for October 1673-March 1674, passim.
3 'La Cour, qui est Frangoise jusqu'au fagot', as the Gazette d'Amsterdam
wrote on the 9 January 1674, under a London dateline of seven days previously. Charles's futile tergiversations and the disintegration of the Cabal
ministry can be followed in K. H. D. Haley, William of Orange and the
English Opposition, pp. 133-84; D. T. Witcombe, Charles II and the Cavalier

House ofCommons, pp. 141-65; Cal. S.P. Venetian, z673-.75 (I947), pp. 2737, 70-71, Ioo-IoI, 114, 127-29, 137 et seq.
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people rejoiced, and although wine was then rather expensive,
never was so much drunk in so short a time.'

In this paper I have concentrated on the more responsible
periodicals and pamphlets, as I think these had more influence on
public opinion in the long run than did the scurrilous squibs and
violently polemical productions, which were not lacking on either
side. To this last category, we can safely relegate John Dryden's
play, Amboina, which was published in the second half of 1673,
with the avowed object of inflaming popular opinion against the
Dutch. It almost certainly failed to achieve its aim. By the time
of its publication popular opinion was obviously far more antiFrench than anti-Dutch, as evidenced by the fact that England's
Appeal was selling like hot cakes in the summer and autumn of

1673.1 Du Moulin's work was undeniably the most successful
pamphlet published by one side with the object of influencing

public opinion on the other, but it is rather heavy going in

places with its wealth of historical precedents and citations. A
work of very different calibre, but more amusing in its way, was
a 52-page pamphlet entitled Coffo-Phillo Or the Coffeyhouse Dialogue between Phillonex Britanicus an Englishman, Monsieur le

Docteur a German, & Mr Le Brave a French Captain. It was
printed at Ratisbon in a mixture of gothic and roman type, in
January 1672, and intended for distribution in Germany and the

Netherlands. The author signed himself W. C., and I would

tentatively identify him with William Carr, one of the doubleagents who figures in Professor Haley's book.a Striking a strongly
1 4 or 6,ooo copies in a clandestine edition struck off by one London
printer, according to a letter dated the 20 January 1674 (apud Haley, op. cit.,

p. ioo). J. A. Van der Welle, in his excellent study, Dryden and Holland
(Groningen, 1962), p. 64, mistakenly argues that Amboina was published on

the 26 June/6 July 1673, as that was the date it was entered in the Stationers'

Register. But this entry was only in the nature of staking a claim, and its
actual publication is first recorded in the Michaelmas Term Catalogue.
2 Haley, op. cit., pp. 55-57. Many passages in Cofo-Phillo are strikingly
similar to others in Carr's An Accurate Description of the United Netherlands

(London, I691), a work first published anonymously under a different title
at Amsterdam in 1688, and which had many later editions, down to 1744 at
least. Cf also Carr's Case (Amsterdam, 1670), p. 6. Wing C.147, tentatively
identifies Coffo-Phillo as printed at Hamburg, but one of the two copies in
the P.R.O. Library (pressmark H.54) has the following autograph note on
a flyleaf; 'This I caused to be printed when I was at Ratesbone and I sent
2 hundred to Hamburg and 3 hundred to Amsterdam to be dispersed.'
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Protestant note, the author is almost as critical of the French as he

is of the Dutch, berating the latter for their toleration of Roman
Catholics, Jews and heretics. He urges the Dutch to submit to the

English demands as the only way of avoiding an invasion and
conquest by the French. The Dutch are reproached for having
strayed from the path of dutyand obedience to English monarchs,
which they trod in Queen Elizabeth's time. She is extolled as the
perfect monarch, in an unexpectedly ecumenical way:
'This you may read in the Life of Sistus Quintus who was
Pope in her time, who hearing of the brave actions of that
Queen, he one day being in his frolic humour told his Cardinal
Patron, that as old as he was, had he but Queen Bess one night
in his bed, he could get another Alexander the Great.'

I am not sure whether William Carr-assuming he was the
author of Coffo-Phillo-published this pamphlet on his own
responsibility, or at the instigation of the Secretary of State. In
any event, English representatives abroad sometimes took initiatives in this way without being prompted by their home government. Thus Sir William Swan, the English resident at Hamburg,

to whom Cofo-Phillo was dedicated, wrote to Lord Arlington
on the 29 March/8 April 1672: 'Finding the King's declaration
translated in Holland into Dutch, wherein they darken as much
as they can our King's greatest motives to a war, I have caused it
to be printed in the German tongue verbatim, and so to be disposed through the whole Empire, Denmark and Sweden.'" Just

about the same time, William Perwich, the English Agent at
Paris, translated, printed, and distributed a French version of the
English declaration of war, apparently on his own initiative.2
One little pamphlet which was certainly the product of private
enterprise figures in the British Museum, Department of Printed

Books, Notable Acquisitions, z959-z96o, as follows: A Description ofthe Seaventeen Provinces commonly called the Low-Countries,
the present stage of action, as also of the rivers, cities, commodities,
strong towns, forts, and other things remarkable therein. Printed for
1 ApudP. Fraser, The Intelligence ofthe Secretaries ofState, p. 43 n. Though

dedicated to Sir William Swan, Cofo-Phillo was, somewhat tactlessly, provided with a rather insulting postscript addressed to the States-General.
2 M. B. Curran (ed.), Dispatches in the P.R.O. of William Perwich, English
Agent at Paris, zG69--z67 (London, 1903), p. 215.
TRANS. 5TH S.-VOL. 19-G
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William Birch: London 1672. 80. The compiler of this entry notes
that this item, 'which appears to be unrecorded', was one of the

'excellent guide-books' produced by the seventeenth-century
Dutch wars. He adds: 'Though there is some emphasis on the
military potentialities of certain districts and towns, the war itself

is barely mentioned, the work being concerned mainly with the
geography and natural resources of the country, and with the
people and their way of life, both in the Spanish Netherlands and
the United Provinces.'

A closer reading of this Description discloses that far from
being an excellent and up-to-date guidebook, it is in fact a superficial abridgement of Francesco Guacciardini's classic description
of the Low Countries as they were under the rule of the Spanish
Habsburgs in 1567.1 There is no mention of the Eighty Years'
War, nor of the separation of the Netherlands into a predominantly Protestant North and a wholly Catholic South, nor of the

Dutch East-India Company, the two previous Anglo-Dutch
Wars, and of the position of the House of Orange-Nassau. It is
difficult to understand how the author and publisher could hope
to get away with such an impudent imposture on a reading public

which, as I have endeavoured to show, was reasonably well-

informed even before the publication of Sir William Temple's
deservedly celebrated Observations on the United Provinces in the
following year.
1 Partly taken from The Description of the Low Countreys and of the Provinces thereof gathered into an epitome out of the Historie ofLudovico Guicchar-

dini (London, I593), and probably from older and fuller editions as well.
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